On February 2, 2002, precisely four hundred years after its first recorded performance, Shakespeare's Twelfth Night (Or What You Will) was staged, once again, in front of a packed crowd at Middle Temple Hall. 1 On this anniversary, the Globe Company granted the audience an intimate view of their "original practices" used in that night's staging of the play: audience members were given access to the candlelit dressing room where actors donned their costumes, applied makeup, and prepared themselves to begin. 2 Highlighting the production's authentic costumes and the use of an all-male cast, the dressing sequence emphasized both gendered and historical transformations. 3 To reviewers in London, the 2002 production of Twelfth Night was a culmination of the restored Globe's impact on contemporary productions of Shakespeare and the closest approximation to date of an early modern theatrical experience within modern constraints: this was Shakespeare, as one reviewer put it, without "any mustiness of the museum." 4 Productions like the Globe's 2002 Twelfth Night reevaluate Shakespeare's plays with an eye both to contemporary and early modern theater contexts. With its voyeuristic peek at preperformance rituals, the production offered a visual feast that emphasized spectacular gender transformation. But what if one approaches these traditions and transformations with something other than an eye? What if one approaches them with a nose? Would current productions smell musty or fresh, old or new?
The 2002 production of Twelfth Night did not incorporate smell. Indeed, smell has not factored largely in translations of history into film or dramatic performance; as stage properties, scents have rarely impacted the critical work on late medieval or early modern material histories of the stage, no doubt due to the assumption that olfaction lacks both a history and an archive. 5 And, when it is addressed, olfaction emerges as an ahistorical para-dox, representing simultaneously the occidental and oriental, the classical and premodern, the civilized and primitive, the familiar and strange. 6 Nonetheless, for late medieval and early modern men and women, olfaction was a key component of everyday life, including drama. Analyzing representations of scent as a dramatic trope within two distinct theatrical atmospheres -late medieval civic drama and early modern professional theaters -I argue that olfaction was a key component of both stages, particularly as a tool to enact "invisible" social differences. Though these stages -and the "women" represented on them -smelled very differently, their aromatic properties suggest that olfaction was a crucial part of theatricality throughout the sixteenth century.
As the 2002 production of Twelfth Night emphasized, within the context of the all-male late medieval and early modern English stages, the clothes made the woman: gender difference on the Globe's stage was interpreted as a visual spectacle. For scholars of early modern culture, cross-dressing has equally served as a lodestone, orienting and obfuscating early modern gender difference. These debates have examined early modern cross-dressing as both a historical and theatrical practice, querying how English audiences understood the boy actor's youth, his "feminine" costume, and his desirability on stage. 7 And, as queer scholarship on fourteenth-and fifteenthcentury English drama argues, representations of gender and sexuality on late medieval stages also operated in visual ways, channeling "intense social and erotic desires" within the constraints of single-sex casting. 8 The crux of these debates, so far, has focused on understanding how a character's social identity is conveyed through visual cues. 9 But what if we insist on sixteenth-century stages with their smells, musty or otherwise? How would an analysis of the stage that accounts for smell operate? What might it say about the construction of social difference? By shifting focus from the visual realm toward other metaphoric and material discourses of the body, I argue that a sixteenth-century stage devoid of smell is anachronistic. Three remarkably odiferous plays underscore this claim: the Digby Mary Magdalene and Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra and Twelfth Night.
The Digby Mary Magdalene is not usually read alongside Shakespeare. There are, of course, important geographic, generic, and historical differences between Antony and Cleopatra, Twelfth Night, and the late medieval play, but all have remarkably pungent female characters. Mary Magdalene, Cleopatra, and Olivia are defined by their scents, each in strikingly different ways. The Digby's Magdalene, for example, is compared to numerous smells, including frankincense, clary, musk, cinnamon, grains of paradise, and gillyflowers -a curious blend of biblical, imported Levantine and English scents that construct her sexual debauchery and penitence within England's olfactory landscape. Cleopatra's perfume, unnamed in Shakespeare's play and his source documents, is described as strong, swift, and intoxicating, simultaneously invoking the English audience's desire for and anxiety about her sumptuous sexuality and the influence of aromatic exotica on male bodies. Olivia's scent, unlike the other two, is defined as somatic rather than spiced: her body pollutes Illyrian air, and her scent is repetitively described as an airborne plague that produces Illyria's atmosphere of gender and class inversion and sexual excess. Reading these plays together, my goal is to open up alternative meanings of gendered performances on late medieval and early modern English stages.
Late medieval London's civic and religious stages, like early modern professional theaters, were cultural and olfactory mixing grounds. Medieval "stinkards" and early modern "groundlings" mingled with nobles around England's indoor and outdoor stages of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 10 Bodies packed into tight medieval streets or crowded around pageant wagons no doubt produced a plethora of odors. Records indicate that in 1464, rosewater "fumigations" were employed to protect Edward IV's queen, Elizabeth Woodville, from the smell of the crowd during pageants that celebrated her arrival in London. 11 A similar device was used to create aromatic rain and scented "hail" (made out of sweet rolls) in the York Pageant of Our Lady of 1486. 12 And, on November 3, 1487, in a royal pageant for Henry VII, an elaborate machine "angel, descend[ed] from St. Pauls," and "cense [d] the King on his entry into the City after the battle of Stoke." Incense was purchased for numerous revels at Edinburgh Castle in the 1470s and 1480s. 13 These civic and public stagings demonstrate that aromatics infused the pragmatics of medieval crowd control with religious symbolic meaning. 14 Religious iconography was not the only realm of symbolism employed on medieval stages: symbolic links also existed between representation of scents on stage and the industries that either manufactured or were associated with them. Brimstone, or sulfur, was linked to both the fires that destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah and alchemical pursuits, marking men and women with the poisonous stench of sin. 15 Furthermore, the mercantile structures that produced medieval scents (both pleasant and noxious) also provided readily identifiable tools for the casting -and staging -of late medieval English mummings, pageants, and play cycles. The godly splendor of heaven or paradise in key scenes of Corpus Christi cycles were often performed by goldsmiths (enacting what scholars identify as an "obvious" visual link between gold and kingly wealth), but just as often included assignments to the spicers and grocers guilds, revealing the ways in which scent participated in enacting divine splendor through more earthly industries. 16 The Chester Spicers, for instance, staged the gifts of the Magi, the Norwich Spicers staged Adam and Eve in paradise, and the York Spicers staged the Annunciation and Visitation, demonstrating that spice signified the pleasures of paradise and divinity. 17 Leather guilds (known for the powerfully noxious fumes that were byproducts of their commercial interests) were often assigned to perform the scenes involving the torments of hell, linking earthly, wretched scents with those of the devil. The Tanners' Guild of York performed the Fall of Lucifer and the Harrowing of Hell scenes; the tanners of Chester and Wakefield also performed the Harrowing of Hell. 18 And the Chester Glovers and Parchment Makers staged the raising of Lazarus from the dead to life, linking death to the caustic smells of both industries (which used lime to preserve animal flesh). 19 As many critics note, guild casting in the Corpus Christi plays linked divine geographies of heaven and hell to mercantile industries. 20 This mélange of spiritual and earthly signifiers was part of the broader project of civic drama. 21 Biblical tales came to life through the assignment of guild members to "appropriate" roles: the powerful concordance between lofty divinity and earthly industry enabled individuals to identify with the religious scenes performed. 22 Scents, whether produced deliberately or as an unintentional byproduct of other commercial interests, were a vital component of performing such identifications.
Increasingly, scents were valued stage properties both indoors and out. In November 1527, an aromatic fountain provided an ambient setting for an interlude designed for Henry VIII in honor of the French ambassador. According to Hall's Chronicle, from its summit "was a fayre lady out of whose bestes [breasts] ran aboundantly water of mereuilous delicious saver." 23 A similar fountain was created for one of James I's coronation pageants in 1603 at Sopers Lane, an area known for its medieval associations with the spicers. 24 This fountain, symbolizing Arabia, had five founts representing the senses that flowed with milk, wine, and scented balms, allegorically representing James's ascent as a phoenix rising from Arabia's spiced nest. 25 The founts, representing the five senses, were languorous with grief until James's arrival, at which point they "sprung" to life, embodying royal magnificence.
Perfumes were also employed in Elizabeth's courtly revels. As account records from the Office of the Revels document, numerous performances in the early years of her reign utilized bushels of aromatic herbs, roses, and vegetation -either strewn about the stage floor or construed into elaborate scenery. 26 In 1572, Robert Moorer, an apothecary, provided musk, ginger, and clove comfits, along with quarts of rose water and pints of spike water, to create scented flakes of ice and hail in the "Masque of the Janus" presented to the queen. He also supplied similar ingredients for the "Masque of the Wildman," performed at court on Twelfth Night, 1573. 27 Sixteenth-and seventeenth-century mayoral processions similarly made use of scents to display London's civic and economic power. 28 Thomas Middleton's Triumphs of Honour and Industry (1617) and Triumphs of Honour and Virtue (1622) employed elaborate staging of "all manners" of "spice plants and trees bearing odour," including ginger, nutmeg, clove, and pepper. These guild-sponsored spectacles staged the "triumph" of new kinds of merchandise in London markets through multisensorial displays, employing scent ingredients, waterworks, and fireworks in water displays and dumb shows. As Barbour argues, these shows positioned London in relationship to burgeoning global trade networks. 29 For example, Middleton's Triumphs of Honour and Virtue staged the entrance of "a black personage representing India, called, for her odours and riches, the Queen of Merchandise," who "advanceth herself upon a bed of spices, attended by Indians in antique habits," offering India's native, abundant "gums and fragrant spices" for consumption. 30 Whereas the queen admits that such fragrant gifts cannot compare "with odours whose scent does ne'er decay" such as "youth," "eternal life," and "sweet truth," from an audience member's point of view, such an abstract message would hardly be the most salient feature of the display. Numerous pamphlets detailing similar mayoral pageants in the sixteenth century document that spices were often tossed into the crowd. 31 Exotica, however, were not the only scents used in these stagings. Clouds of "sulpherous" mists, as well as a detailed tableau vivant of the five senses, were employed in Middleton's Triumphs of Truth (1613); his Triumphs of Health and Prosperity (1626) employed a barge "adorned and garnished with all variety of odoriferous flowers; . . . the work itself encompassed with all various fruits, and bears the name of the most pleasant garden of England, the noble city of London, the flowers emanating the sweet odours of their virtue and goodnesses, and the fruits of their works of justice and charity." 32 Scents, as stage properties, fulfilled a host of practical purposes, fusing crowd control, religious symbolism, monarchical power, civic procession, and mer-cantile interests with thematic content in a wide variety of dramatic performances. When read within the context of late medieval and early modern English stage history, these descriptions reveal that we have dramatically underestimated the ways in which the staging of smell mattered in the past.
Produced from spices originating in the Holy Land and native botanicals, medieval religious scents represented a myriad of geographic, political, and economic networks. The exotic, profane, and holy all were invoked by scented incense and balm. In medieval cultures, no other figure better represents the various nature of scent than the saint whose emblem was perfumed balm: Mary Magdalene. Earthly scents not only indicated proximity to divinity and salvation, but they also tempted as apertures to sin and damnation.
The medieval Catholic liturgy used perfumed incense as a tool of transformation, translating parishioner's prayers into a sweet substance that could transcend the earthly realm and rise up to God. Deriving from ancient Judaic and Arabic traditions, the use of incense first emerged as part of the Christian liturgy in the fourth century. As church architecture evolved and expanded, incense became a key signifier of religious transformation. 33 In later medieval practice, prayer might involve a number of sensory experiences helping to create proximity to divinity: the devoted prayed before images of saints, burned incense and candles, touched relics, and chanted. But for most men and women in the later Middle Ages, such sensory nearness to the divine was mainly experienced only once a year during the celebration of the Easter mass, the apex of the medieval church calendar. Following a period of Lenten preparation, in which parishioners were to confess sins that separated them from God, and the Good Friday mass at which the the processional cross was enshrouded and the altar was stripped of ornaments, candles, and cloths, symbolizing the absence of Christ in his death, the Easter mass, through the reception of the Eucharist, was a celebration of reconciliation and literal closeness to Christ's body. 34 Late medieval liturgical drama staged such proximity to divinity through incense. As the Quem quaeritis in sepulchro dialogue emphasizes, the spiced funeral balms of the three myrophores (including Mary Magdalene) were linked to liturgical censing. 35 Such rituals emphasized a multisensorial transformation. According to Thomas J. Heffernan and E. Ann Matter, the impact of liturgical censing in even the humblest of parish churches would have been profound: incense "coaxed a series of complex associations as it billowed up from the thurible in the half gloom of the dimly lit church. It might have reminded parishioners of the incense brought from the East by the Magi, and possibly of the angel in Revelation (Rev. 8:3-8) who, through incense, wrought thunder, lightning, and earthquakes." The pungent odor of incense clearly "pointed to a new order, a realm different from that in which they dwelled." 36 The Magdalene's icon was at the center of such transformations. Yet her saintly tale emphasizes her precarious relationship to divinity. A curious amalgamation of biblical heroines, she is the only female saint who is not a wife, virgin, martyr, or mother. 37 Her ability to represent the power of temptation as well as redemption may explain her widespread cultural appeal in the late medieval period. Both aspects of her saintly life are conflated in her personal attribute of perfumed balm. In medieval visual cultural traditions, the Magdalene was identified through a number of attributes: a red cloak, long, loose hair, tears, a book, or an ointment bottle. These visual clues help identify her as a reformed prostitute -the red cloak and long, unruly hair indicating her past promiscuousness, the book and tears symbolizing her repentance. 38 The ointment bottle containing scented oil or balm works as a hinge between these two aspects of her legend and thus is critical to understanding (and staging) both Mary Magdalene's descent into cupidity and her penitent submission at the feet of Christ.
In many ways, the Digby Mary Magdalene dramatizes this dual representation of sexual and religious transformation staged through contemporaneous politics and trade. Little is known about its author, its date, or its production history, though scholars estimate the play was first performed between 1480 and 1530 and that it can be assigned to East Anglia. 39 With over two thousand lines and possibly as many as fifty-two scene changes, this secular play is, in Theresa Coletti's summation, "awesomely eclectic" and "contains nearly every theatrical device known to the late medieval playwright." 40 Clifford Davidson argues that the play's sprawling structure and seemingly extravagant use of props suggest that it was probably a town production, most likely sponsored by a guild in honor of the Magdalene's feast day, July 22nd. 41 If scene descriptions are any indication of the use of props within an actual performance, the play would have featured numerous costume changes, elaborate machinery (including a large ship that could travel back and forth across the stage and a device that could enable devils to exit the Magdalene's mouth on cue), as well as numerous props to simulate the banquet and tavern scenes, including a plentiful supply of "awromatics."
Based on both the Golden Legend and the Gospels, the play depicts the biography of the Magdalene, balancing the demands of church dogma against the guild economics that most likely financed its production. 42 As one scholar notes, the play "is as composite in structure" as the "Magdalene figure is in nature." 43 Organizing the saint's life into a dramatic and coherent triptych, the play uses perfumed incense as a bridge between the first half's enactment of sin and repentance and the second half's staging of the miraculous conversion of the King of Marcyll. In several important "perfuming" scenes that manipulate Mary Magdalene's saintly emblem, the play stages both the sinful nature of a luxurious touch and the venerating touch of salvation. The play thus participates in the late medieval fascination -and unease -with this popular saint's complicated role as both sexual sinner and penitent role model. 44 As Coletti argues, the Digby play was part of a broader cultural interest in maintaining feminine virtue through social order, which was evidenced in church dogma, vitae, and popular conduct books. These documents sought to "explain, though not excuse, the Magdalene's associations with sexual vice," exploring "how the figure who was understood as Christ's intimate follower and beloved could have been guilty of sexual sin." 45 The Digby play explores this question through staging proper and improper engagement with worldly goods. The repeated utterances of "Oh, Mahommed!" in its opening scenes situates the Magdalene's descent from virtue anachronistically within a late medieval political geography of trade and empire. Within such a temporal displacement, the play's many calls for "wine and spices" are tools of celebration within its narrative as well as references to stage properties culled from medieval markets. Likewise, the play's numerous meditations on the smell of spice ingredients educate its audience about navigating the pungent and sweet scents of the medieval church and market.
It is, after all, the diabolical King of Flesh who convinces Mary to leave her father's home and enter the social realm of the tavern where she is debauched. His is a floral, spiced dominion: I, Kyng of Flesch, florychyd in my flowers, Of deyntys delycyows I have grett domynacyon! So ryal a kyng was neuyr borne in bowrys, Nor hath more delyth, ne more delectacyon! For I haue comfortatywys to my comfortacyon: Dya galonga, ambra, and also margarettonAlle þis is at my lyst, aWens alle vexacyon! All wykkyt thyngys I woll sett asyde. Clary, pepur long, wyth granorum paradysy, Zenzybyr and synamom at euery tydeLo, alle swych deyntyys delycyas vse I! 46 [I, King of Flesh, flourishing with flowers with dominion over such dainty delicacies! So royal a king was never born in any bower, nor has more delight, or more delectation! For I have comforting medicines that strengthen: galingale, ambergris, and also marjoram -all this is all my desire against vexation! All wicked things I will set aside. Clary, pepper, grains of paradise, ginger, and cinnamon at every tide -lo, I use and delight in all such dainties!]
He is accompanied by a sparkling "lady lechery," "glittering" with "amorousness," referring, undoubtedly, to the greasy, hot, savory nature of the King of Flesh's scents. 47 Filled with desire for the King, Lady Lechery is described as glittering. Her shiny skin invokes the materiality of the King of Flesh's "comforting medicines," specifically greasy ambergris. His scent -clary, pepper, grains of paradise, ginger, and cinnamon -work as medicinal ingredients against vexation through emitting and enacting sensuality and odiferous pleasure. These ingredients, commonly imported and sold in the late fifteenth century by the Company of Grocers, mix a blend of Oceanic, northern European, Egyptian, African, and English scents, demonstrating that sensual delight might be found in global amalgamations. 48 Lady Lechery, also referred to in the manuscript as Luxuria and Luxurysa, signifies both worldly and sexual temptation: luxuria was a generic term for luxury goods as well as an ecclesiastical legal term of art meant to denote both gluttony and a hierarchy of other sexual sins, beginning with heterosexual sex outside of marriage and progressing to incest, sex with priests, and crimes against nature. 49 Luxuria was commonly depicted as two lovers embracing or as a rote depiction of debased feminine sexuality. Although the play enacts the Magdalene's descent into vice through depicting a heterosexual liaison, Lady Lechery enacts the sinful temptation latent in both her worldly and sexual allure. She introduces the Magdalene to the worldly goods of the tavern and its many sexual temptations. Described by the King of Flesh as a "flowyr fayres of femyntye," Lady Lechery's beauty mirrors the Magdalene's (described earlier in the play as "ful fayur and ful of femynyte"). Escorted by a Bad Angel, Lady Lechery breaches the Magdalene's castle. The scene is suggestively erotic, linking female beauty with vanity and vice. 50 Despite the Magdalene's sexual contentment in the floral bower with the gallant Curiosity, the Ghost of Goodness quickly convinces her to search for a salve for her soul; under his counsel, the Magdalene pursues the Prophet, seeking to trade her erotic, sweet balms for "an oil of mercy," dramatically enacting the medieval notion of contrapasso, a structure of penitence demanding that any absolution match the nature of the sin. 51 The play dramatizes her anointing of Christ's feet as part of his parable of the two debtors. When read on the page, it is not an erotic scene; Mary's wretchedness provides a useful illustration for Christ's tale of debt and forgiveness. Some critical editions of the play, however, interpolate Simon's shock at Christ's reception of the Magdalene into the text of the play, inferring that medieval audiences would recognize that the penitent Magdalene had been contaminated by Lady Lechery and that any subsequent physical touch from her would spread the sin of luxuria. If staged with scents, this small dalliance within the broader pedagogical narrative could dramatically enact contrapasso. The sweet balm conjures earlier scenes of the sparkling amorousness of Lady Lechery, the fragrant bliss of the bower, and the Magdalene's search for a salve that could anoint and save her soul.
Lest there be any doubt about the Magdalene's handling of Christ's body, the play emphasizes that once penitence is achieved the Magdalene must abandon her sweet balms for churchly incense. When the Magdalene attempts, once again, to approach the resurrected Christ with her sweet balms, Christ issues forth the command "touch me nott" and offers her a lesson in olfactory abstraction: he is now like a gardener, tending a "gardyn" of humanity that "is watered with tears" and "springs virtue" that smells "full sweet." 52 This abstraction is spun out even further: Christ provides yet another description of scent, this time on the proper scent of a woman, the Virgin. Almost halfway through the drama, Christ addresses the audience from the heaven stage and meditates on the blessedness of the Virgin. Lamenting that his mother's virtue cannot be described by language, he describes her instead through an epistemology of scent. In a play that stages Mary Magdalene's path toward sainthood, Christ's meditation on the Virgin may seem surprising, and in fact, it is the only moment in the play in which the Virgin is mentioned. She is incense, cinnabar, musk, gillyflower: Occurring just after the King of Marcyll's sacrifice to Mahommed and just prior to Mary Magdalene's journey to France to convert him, the description of the Virgin's scent marks a crucial transition. Here the story evolves from the tale of a penitent prostitute into the story of a saint. Christ triumphs over the King of Flesh, displacing his worldly amalgamation of ambergris, galingale, and clary with powerful musk, precious incense, cinnamon, and English gilly flower. Unlike Lady Lechery's glittery-scented amorousness that belies her carnal touch, the Virgin's scent is sweet, smoky and pure, blending religious incense most likely encountered in medieval cathedrals, with expensive cinnabar and English carnations, both known for their medicinal properties.
Within the Digby Mary Magdalene, smell operates as a moral compass and material indicator of both worldly sin and vice and saintly, feminine virtue. To triumph over the King of Flesh's ambergris, Christ describes his mother's abstract, smoky scents. The play's overt taxonomy of scent, and staging of saintly and sinful desires, demonstrates that olfaction provided a thematic, metaphoric -and perhaps material -tool to represent women on England's all-male stages. When read against this earlier historical context, the smells of Shakespeare's stage accrue powerful metaphoric and material meanings.
Whereas the Digby Mary Magdalene dramatizes identity transformation in its linking of feminine virtue with scents encountered in late medieval English churches and markets, Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra explores perfume as a stage property. 53 In this play, Cleopatra's power to alter Roman, martial will is identified as an effect of her strange and invisible perfume. Cleopatra's perfume, at least according to Enobarbus, represents the metaphoric and geographic difference between the duties of Rome and the pleasures of Egypt. 54 Unlike the Magdalene's perfume, Cleopatra's scents are not named in Shakespeare's play. Rather than list specific ingredients, Shakespeare describes Cleopatra's perfume in general terms as swift, strong, and intoxicating. As Enobarbus famously notes, Cleopatra is a master of theatrical effects, specifically multisensorial ones. In his oft-quoted recounting of the couple's initial meeting in Tarsus, Enobarbus describes how, even before Antony saw her, Cleopatra "pursed up" his heart "upon the river Cydnus," (2.2.192). Enobarbus's account contradicts Antony's belief in love at first sight, expressed in the play's opening scenes: Antony fell in love not at first sight but at first smell. 55 The setting underscores this view: Tarsus, in Turkey, was the legendary home of King Caspar, one of the three Magi, who offered gifts of myrrh, and was well known for its biblical associations with the Epiphany -and its spicy gifts. 56 Summoned there by the Roman imperium seeking to demand tribute from wealthy Egypt, Cleopatra exploits Roman assumptions about luxurious Egyptian exoticism by parading spiced goods, a strategy familiar to the play's audience, which, as noted above, was familiar with mayoral displays of London's civic and economic power.
Enobarbus describes Cleopatra's barge in terms of a multisensorial experience: it has a golden deck, purple sails "so perfuméd that / The winds were lovesick with them," and silver oars that beat to the tune of flutes (2.2.199-200). Fanned by dimpled boys, Cleopatra's visage "beggar'd all description," and Enobarbus notes that it was her perfume that first attracts Antony:
From the barge A strange invisible perfume hits the sense Of the adjacent wharfs. The city cast Her people out upon her, and Antony, Enthroned i'th' market-place, did sit alone, Whistling to th' air. (2.2. Enobarbus remarks on the strange, invisible power of perfume to bewitch Antony: Cleopatra's scents seem designed to spread a wide sphere of influence. As Jonathan Gil Harris argues, Cleopatra's power on the Cydnus depends upon narrative description of visual splendor: "the curious lack of physical detail offered by Enobarbus about Cleopatra's displayed body suggests that her power subsists in her very invisibility, her publicly paraded absence." 57 Whereas Harris argues that such invisibility underscores a scopophilic, narcissistic pleasure central to early modern theaters, I argue that such invisibility signals early modern theatrical practices -and pleasures -that relied on other sensory mechanisms, particularly "strange" and "invisible" scents.
Enacted on an early modern stage, where "some squeaking Cleopatra boy" portrayed Shakespeare's queen, Enobarbus's description of Cleopatra's beguiling entrance in Tarsus underscores the power of her self-presentation (5.2.216 -17). Juxtaposed with Octavia, who "shows a body, rather than a life" and is more "a statue than a breather" (3.3.20-21), Cleopatra's sexual power (at least in Enobarbus's estimation) demonstrates how scents, as stage properties, may mark the scope of sexual influence more effectively than vision. Although Caesar's Roman "eyes" are upon Antony, knowledge of his "affairs come to [Caesar] on the wind" (3.3. 63 -64) .
To modern critics, Shakespeare's Egypt is an exoticized, intoxicating zone conflated with its queen. 58 Critics have described Shakespeare's Egypt as a "carnivalistic," "mercurial," "effeminate," "intoxicating," "timeless," and "degenerate" zone -Rome's antithesis -raising real questions for theater historians about how it may have been staged. 59 As Barbara Hodgdon notes, until recently, the spatial and geographic extremes presented in Antony and Cleopatra seemed unperformable. 60 Jonathan Dollimore asks a similar question: "[Antony's] sexuality is structured by those very power structures he's prepared to sacrifice for his sexual freedom -Rome for Egypt . . . [b]ut how to convey this in production?" 61 Cleopatra's "infinite variety" (2.2.241) reveals the strategies and limitations of visual structures of materiality used to enact gender and sexuality on Shakespeare's stage. The play's oblique olfactory references suggest that scents signified Cleopatra's power and desirability in ways visual codes could not capture.
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night similarly interrogates early modern theatrical conventions used to represent gender, staging another powerfully odiferous heroine: Olivia. As Cleopatra ends, so Olivia begins. Sequestered away in self-imposed mourning over her dead brother for over a year, Olivia has vowed to "abjure the sight and company of men." 62 Her decision tortures Orsino, who longs for Olivia. Thus, Twelfth Night begins with a striking spectacle: a body delighted -and tormented -by unseen influences. Unlike Antony and Cleopatra's staging of excess pleasure, Twelfth Night's many metaphors of scent are part of the play's broader inquiry into staging multisensorial experience of pleasure. Attempting to describe the experience of love, Orsino offers a confusing, synesthetic metaphor. Identifying music as "the food of love," Orsino proclaims that sounds provoke and nauseate him. Rather than describe the qualities of the sound, Orsino instead describes how the sound smells of violets:
O, it came o'er my ear like the sweet sound That breathes upon a bank of violets, Stealing and giving odor. Enough, no more, 'Tis not so sweet now as it was before. (1.1.5 -8)
Orsino's narcissistic experience of love makes a certain amount of sense, for as the play quickly reveals, his beloved, Olivia, is cloistered. Left only with fleeting, feverish memories of her, Orsino is haunted by his desire: O, when mine eyes did see Olivia first Methought she purged the air of pestilence; That instant was I turned into a hart, And my desires, like fell and cruel hounds, Ever since pursue me. (1.1. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Rather than signifying a presence, Orsino's sensory experience of momentary pleasure marks only painful longing and loss. Twelfth Night's opening scene suggests that desire is as capricious as it is contagious. Denied access to his beloved, Orsino's desire is fanned and cooled only by the Illyrian winds.
Olivia's sequestration is set in stark relief with the introduction of the play's true heroine, Viola, who, surviving a shipwreck, has come to Illyria and intends to help Duke Orsino, disguising herself as a eunuch to do so. 63 Subtly suggesting that it is Olivia's scents that trigger Orsino's violent, tumultuous desires, Viola notes the dangerous ability of nature to enclose interior "pollution" within a beautiful exterior "wall," even as she deliberately manipulates her own appearance to conceal her gender (1.2. 44 -46) . Described by Olivia's steward Malvolio as "not yet old enough for a man, nor young enough for a boy; as a squash is before 'tis a peascod, or a codling when 'tis almost an apple," Cesario (Viola) is an unripened youth (1.5.150-53).
As a young woman, Viola's bodily scents are not strong and can therefore be masked through cross-dressing: Cesario's "missing part" materializes through discourses of scent prevalent in the period. A peascod, or pea pod, is an unripe squash, but a peascod also referred to a fashionable doublet ending in a stiffly quilted, protruding lower part. A codling is an unripened apple, but it also refers to the scrotum of a beaver (a prized New World resource noted for its value in perfuming industries), and for a brief time in the early seventeenth century, it could refer to green peas. It is hard to overlook Shakespeare's phallic (and odiferous) punning on these terms. As Malvolio's fruity description of Cesario reveals, there is some anxiety about how this creature will ripen. In addition, Cesario's youthful pea-plants hint at other schemas of scent and desire that, I argue, underscore the foul scent of Olivia's "great Ps" (2.5.72).
The play's trope of love as an airborne scent is strengthened by the play's comic subplots. In a scene between Feste, Sir Andrew, and Sir Toby, Sir Andrew remarks on Feste's "sweet breath." The scene quickly erupts into a series of puns on music and odor, extending the first act's metaphoric synesthesia. After Feste performs a love song, both characters barrage him with a strange string of compliments: sir andrew A mellifluous voice, as I am a true knight. sir toby A contagious breath. sir andrew Very sweet and contagious, i'faith. sir toby
To hear by the nose, it is dulcet in contagion. (2.3. [49] [50] [51] [52] Feste's sweet and contagious breath does not seem all that distinct from Orsino's invocation of the sweet sounds "stealing and giving odors" (1.1.57). Sir Toby concludes that Feste's love song could sweetly carry the contagion of love, if only heard by the nose. Metaphors of scent participate in a synes-thetic overload and the nose emerges as a primary organ of desire: music is the food of love, best heard through the nose. Sir Toby's remark links desire with metaphors of scent and contagion as these jokers hatch a plan with Maria to humiliate Malvolio. When Maria first suggests the plan, Sir Toby remarks, "Excellent, I smell a device." Sir Andrew concludes, "I have't in my nose too" (2.3.151 -52). Such olfactory puns underscore Twelfth Night's logic of desire, at Olivia's expense. 64 As Callaghan argues, Olivia's body is overtly ridiculed in this ludicrous scene. Malvolio reads the falsified letter, and remarks ostensibly on his mistress's genitalia: "By my life, this is my lady's hand. These be her very C's, her U's, and her T's and thus she makes her great P's" (2.5.82 -84). Sir Toby, Sir Andrew, and Fabian laugh from the sidelines at Malvolio's buffoonery and the comic display of Olivia's body. Although Callaghan reads this moment as indicative of the play's broader concerns with class transvestism, Malvolio's exaggerated desire for Olivia seems to differ from Orsino's only in scope. 65 As Malvolio humiliates himself, Sir Toby and Fabian narrate Malvolio's reading. Sir Toby utters, "O ay. Make up that, he is now at a cold scent." Fabian replies: "Sowter will cry upon't for all this, though it be as rank as a fox" (2.5.117-19). This exchange bestializes Malvolio, likening him to a "sowter" (hound dog) on a scent of a "rank fox," while it also likens Olivia's genitalia to the rankness of a fox. Such humor suggests that Olivia is not only an invisible odor but that her presence actually reeks. Like Christ's description of the Virgin in the Digby Mary Magdalene, and Enobarbus's evocation of Cleopatra, Olivia is absent while her body is metonymically represented on stage through metaphors of scent.
Even Cesario's courtship plays on the central link between Olivia's sexuality and her smell. Immediately after the scene of Malvolio's humiliation at the expense of his mistress's body, Cesario addresses Olivia with a strange compliment: "Most excellent accomplished lady, the heavens rain odors on you" (3.1.76 -77). Although this odd remark highlights Cesario's verbal acumen, Cesario's remark underscores the theatrical construction of Olivia's bodily odors. Prior to this scene, Olivia has metonymically been called a cunt and described as reeking like a rank fox. The heavens now meta phorically rain odors on her, raising interesting questions about the play's ability to stage such a scene.
Olivia's bodily odors, like the Magdalene's religious scents, and Cleopatra's dramatic airs, are theatrical constructions. The association of "rank" smells with Olivia's body is a theatrical ploy used to divest her of social power. As such, it has profound consequences for the structures of gender and desire articulated elsewhere in the play, for it implies that desire can exist on stage without the presence of any body, regardless of gender.
Because Olivia's sexuality manifests itself in the air, it is possible for her desire to be heard through the right nose: enter Sebastian. Sebastian's ability to play the "woman's part" depends on his youthful, indeterminate scent. After Cesario breaks Olivia's heart, Olivia sends Feste to retrieve him. When Sebastian fails to recognize him, Feste mocks Sebastian's confusion:
No, I do not know you, nor I am not sent to you by my lady to bid you come to speak with her, nor your name is not Master Cesario, nor this is not my nose, neither. Nothing that is so, is so. (4.1.5 -8)
Feste marks the absurdity of Cesario's attempts to deny his relationship with Olivia: one's identity is as clear as the nose on one's face, or the scent one emits. Of course, Feste has mistaken Cesario's "nothing" for Sebastian's "something." Feste's unknowing pun on phallic inversion reveals the interchangeability of the youthful, twinned bodies. His pun works to resolve the romantic crisis of the play, drawing Olivia out of her self-imposed exile by replacing Olivia's desire for a boyish girl (Cesario) with her desire for girlish boy (Sebastian).
Not surprisingly, Sebastian interprets Feste's puns as an insult: "I prithee vent thy folly somewhere else. Thou know'st not me" (4.1.9-10). Sebastian's use of the term "vent" works to discount Feste's utterances as well as Feste's familiarity with him. Sebastian suggests that Feste "vents," or releases into the air, stark raving madness as well as unpleasant aromas. Feste's heated remarks demand a profound transformation: his command to Sebastian to "ungird thy strangeness" is an appeal to drop the charade of confusion and to replace olfactory identifiers with visual ones.
Thrilled finally to have Cesario's affection, Olivia immediately prepares for marriage, while Sebastian proclaims that This is the air, that is the glorious sun, This pearl she gave to me, I do feel't and see't, And though 'tis wonder that enwraps me thus, Yet 'tis not madness. (4.3.1 -4) Sebastian's proclamations yoke Olivia's air to Orsino's earlier metaphors of desire: if Olivia's air has truly been purged of her rank odor, it is because her desire now has a gender-appropriate recipient. Finally (if unknowingly) directed at the appropriate object, Olivia's sexuality is no longer described as a rank presence.
Through metaphors of smell, Olivia's illicit, invisible desire for Cesario is represented yet ultimately disavowed: part of what has allowed Olivia to confuse Sebastian with Cesario (and vice versa) is the random, infectious nature of the aromas of bodies. The play ends with the promise of Viola and Orsino's wedding, yet leaves the space of marriage open for future mix-ups: Malvolio storms off and Viola remains in drag. 66 Indeed, Feste's closing song suggests that the specter of female desire still hangs in the air: "it raineth every day" (5.1.379). If the heavens can rain such odors once, they can do so again. The question remains: which odors will accompany the song?
Despite critical assumptions that England's all-male stages circumscribed, interiorized, or policed women's bodies, olfaction provided a rich material and metaphorical tool to represent gender and desire. Perfumes were powerful stage properties in late medieval liturgical and civic drama and on early modern professional stages. They materialized invisible, ephemeral, and mutable pleasures, particularly those that constructed early modern theatrical fantasies about gender and desire. More than a bodily interior state or a sartorial spectacle, the scents of these women mark divinity, damnation, and, most importantly, desire in spaces where there were no women. 
